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L.C. Biology Revision Crossword
Across

1. What is the thread of a fungus called?
3. In ecology a study of the types of species present in an

ecosystem is said to be ...
4. What is the smallest unit of a carbohydrate is called?
7. Where in the body of a human male is testosterone secreted?
8. The liquid part of blood.
10. To what kingdom do yeasts belong?
11. A structure found in a plant cell but not in an animal cell.
15. Name the top part of a stamen where the pollen is produced.
16. To which organ does the ureter connect the kidney?
17. What is the term given to a group of hyphae in a fungus?
18. What biomolecule is found in the glomerulus and in the

glomerular filtrate but not normally in urine?
19. Muscles we use when breathing.
21. Name the fluid found in some joints e.g in a ball and socket

joint.
22. Where in the cell does Krebs cycle occur?

23. What is the term used for genes found on the same
chromosomes that tend to be inherited together?

24. Name the tubing that is used in experiments to show osmosis.

Down

2. Name the term given to bacteria or viruses that cause disease.
5. Fats are composed of hydrogen, oxygen and ____________ .
6. Reduce, ____________ , Recycle is the motto for waste

minimisation.
8. The Biuret test is used to test for the presence of what food

type?
9. A muscle used in breathing.
12. One of the scientists who developed the theory of Natural

Selection.
13. Name the tiny holes in a leaf that allow gases to enter and

leave a leaf.
14. What is the first stage of the process of respiration called?
20. What are the walls of xylem vessels reinforced with?
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Submitted by Jacinta Burke, Loreto Secondary School,  Crumlin.
The classroom becomes a cell and the students move about in
pairs.

Preparation
• Designate a section of the classroom as the ‘nucleus’.
• Designate other sections of the classroom as ‘ribosomes’.
• Print out (font size 24) the sample strips (see top right) of

DNA sequences of bases (one for each pair of students in
the class). Place each strip in an envelope in the area that
you have decided will be the nucleus of the cell (by printing
each sample twice you will have sufficient for 14 groups).

• Print the tRNA codes onto coloured cards (see table below)
and print the corresponding word on the back of each card,
8 words per A4 sheet works well.  Place these cards at
random around the room to show that the tRNA can be
found anywhere in the cell.

• Print a copy of the worksheet for each student.
• Divide class group into pairs of students.

If the exercise has been completed correctly each group will
have made a sentence. If the sentence does not make sense a
mistake has been made and each of the mRNA and tRNA
sequences has to be rechecked.

Student worksheet
1. Go to the nucleus and pick up a strand of DNA (from the

envelope).
2. Stay in the ‘nucleus’ and transcribe the DNA into mRNA, by

writing down, on a strip of paper, the mRNA sequence that
matches your DNA strip.

3. Take the mRNA strip with you and move to a ‘ribosome’.
Write down the tRNA sequence (on another strip of paper)
that corresponds to the mRNA sequence you wrote while in
the ‘nucleus’.

4. Mark off the tRNA on the strip of paper into anti-codons
(groups of three letters).

5. Look for the tRNA cards have the anti-codons you have
marked off. Note the words on the back of the cards,
keeping the sequence (order) intact.

6. Write out these words and you should have a sentence.

Follow-up Questions
Why did you have to stay in the "nucleus" to write
down the mRNA?
What part of this activity represents transcription?
What part of this activity represents translation?
What happens in the ribosomes during protein
synthesis?
What does each word represent in terms of protein
synthesis?
All DNA sequences started with ATG and ended with TAG.
Why?

tRNA Codes
AAA Genetics AUA bases GAU traits
AAC is AUC inheritance GCA non
AAG the AUG start GCC coding
ACA makes AUU us GCG Inherited 
ACC have CAC of GGA up
ACG individual CCC Chromosomes GUA study
ACU coding CCG contain GUG studies
AGA DNA CCU Genes UAA chromosomes
AGC in CGA Biology UAG Stop
AGG made CGG Genes UGC an
AGU a

Comment from Jacinta:

I conducted this activity with my Leaving Certificate Biology
class. This class had been having difficulty understanding the
process of protein synthesis. It took a few minutes to explain
how to do the activity to the students but once they had
completed one DNA sentence, deciphering the rest of the
sentences only took a few minutes. At the end of the activity
all the students felt that they understood protein synthesis
better. A class questioning session proved that their
understanding had improved greatly. 

Adapted from an activity on the access excellence website by
Lynn Marie Wartski 
www.accessexcellence.org

Student Activity to explain Protein Synthesis 

BSS Associate, Pauline Dervin Healy demonstrating the protein synthesis felt
model made by the Athlone Teacher Design Team. The pattern and instructions

for making this large model is available on our website www.bsstralee.ie 

Sample strips of DNA base sequences that result in 
sensible sentences using the tRNA codes above

a. ATGAAAAACAAGGTACACATCTAG
b. ATGAAAACAATTTGCACGTAG
c. ATGTAAACCACTAGATAG
d. ATGAGAAACAGGGGACACATATAG
e.  ATGCCCCCGAGAAGCCCTTAG     
f .  ATGCCCCCGGCAGCCAGATAG
g. ATGAAAGTGATGGATTAG

If you are making other examples make sure that each strip
begins with a ‘start’ codon – ATG and ends with a ‘stop’ codon
- TAG. (Tip: make your sentences first and work backwards)

Results for sample strip (a) 
DNA stand: ATGAAAAACAAGGTACACATCTAG
Corresponding mRNA: UACUUUUUGUUCCAUGUGUAGAUC
Corresponding tRNA: AUGAAAAACAAGGUACACAUCUAG

Anti codons AUG AAA AAC AAG GUA CAC AUC UAG
Protein sentence START ‘Genetics is the study of Inheritance’ STOP


